
for recloser-type overhead 
circuit-breakers

Control device
The control device equipped with the SO-54SR-1xx-REK controller with 
protection automation functions with the cooperating THO-RC27, RC27, GVR 
overhead circuit-breaker or another is intended to limit disturbances in MV 
power network. Such disturbances emerge from ground faults and multi-
phase short-circuits. The device realizes also telemetry functions, which 
enable to control a MV overhead circuit-breaker remotely and locally and 
read states and measurements.

Connection to a SCADA system may be performed either by GPRS/UMTS-APN, 
TETERA, CDMA2000, DMR radio networks or serial and network permanent 
connections. 

Components of the control device are installed in an insulated casing, made of 
aluminum sheet or stainless steel sheet, designed to be mounted on each type 
of an electric pole.  In the standard version, the control device consist of the 
SO-54SR-1xx-REK controller with an integrated graphic terminal, power 
supply unit, 24V DC accumulator battery, heater with a temperature 
adjuster, control buttons, rotary cam switches, circuit-breakers, fuses and 
clamp terminals. The SO-54SR-1xx-REK controller may be manufactured in 
two structure versions. First of them requires to connect the IPR-xxx 
measurement interface, the second one does not need any external devices for 
measur-ements. 

The controller performs essential algorithms of protection automation. The 
device has four banks of settings for those functions and conducts disturb-
ance recording. The configuration of the SO-54SR-1xx-REK is performed 
remotely or locally using the pConfig dedicated software. The configuration 
of the SO-54SR-1xx-REK controller is performed remotely or locally, using the 
dedicated software, pConfig.

Application of the control device equipped with the SO-54SR-1xx-
REK controller with protection automation functions for overhead 
circuit-breakers helps distribution companies increase customer 
supplying reliability.
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View

SO-54SR-1xx-REK 
controller

“people working 
on live line” switch

work mode switch: 
remote, local, disabled

local control buttons

“AR automation” switch

Parameters of the SO-54SR-1xx-REK controller

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

overcurrent independent with three configurable levels: (I1>>), (I2>>), (I4>)

overcurrent dependent: (I5>)

undervoltage independent UUI(U<)

overvoltage independent UOI(U>)

overcurrent earth fault (IO>)

overcurrent earth fault directional (IOK>)

earth fault conductance (GO>), susceptance (BO>) and admittance (YO>)

Protection functions

<

<

<

AR - Automatic Reclosing

AFPA - Earth Fault Protection Acceleration

B2H - Blockade from Magnetizing Current Based on 2nd Harmonic

Automation functions
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binary signals about events from objects with read resolution 1 ms

measurements of phase currents, phase and interphase voltages, IO, UO values,  active and reactive powers and network frequency

<

<

event log

multi-channel disturbance recorder, which enables to record oscillograms of measured and calculated quantities and binary events

Control device technical data
PARAMETER VALUE

internal supply voltage - buffered
control device supply voltage

24V DC
230V AC

maximal power consumption by the control device 24VA
current input constant capacity

errors of current modules initial values
errors of voltage modules initial values
errors of time meters initial values

current input thermal capacity
current input dynamic capacity

2 x In

<2,5%
2,5 x 50 x In in time t<150ms

<2,5%
<0,1%

50 x In in time 1s

Sending the following information from the controller to a dispatching center:

By default, the GPRS/UMTS-APN radio connection is applied to communicate with the control device, which uses DNP3.0 protocols via 
TCP/IP or UDP and PN-EN 60870-5-104. It is possible to apply other communication protocols, e.g. PN-EN 60870-5-101, ~103, Modbus, 
etc. using serial connections. The device may be also applied as a component of distributed substation telemetry in technology based on 
the PN-EN 61850 communication standard.

Telemetry functions

Recording functions

Communication

Performing from a dispatching center commands of:

<

<

<

<

<

ON/OFF controls

changing protection bank settings

protection blockades

resetting triggers

checking object state

Data from the recorder and the event log is available from the dispatching panel, the pConfig configuration software and a SCADA system.
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